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Characteristics:

Degrasan NC 7 is a clear slightly viscous,

concentrated, pH-neutral liquid based on a

combination of anionic surfactants and amplifying

cleaning materials for the manual cleaning in all kinds

of areas. The product is free of alkalis, acids, solvents

and other toxic substances and is chemically neutral

and mild to the skin. Degrasan NC 7 is used for the

removal of soiling on windows, doors, floors,

furniture of all kinds in factories, offices, dining

rooms, etc.
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Product Code: NC7-0001

Description: 1kg Bottle

Product code: NC7-0005

Description: 5 kg Can

Product code: NC7-0010 

Description: 10 kg Can

Product code: NC7-0020

Description: 20 kg Can

Neutral Multi Purpose Cleaner

Biệt thự số 5-1, Palm
Garden, 2 Việt Hưng, Khu
đô thị Việt Hưng, Phường
Việt Hưng, Quận Long
Biên, Thành phố Hà Nội,
Việt Nam

Degrasan® NC 7

Product Specification

The manual cleaning of dishes, equipment, floors, worktops and other types of surfaces

in canteen kitchens, commercial spaces and in the food industry are fast and thorough,

possible because of the fat and dirt solving properties of Degrasan NC 7. Through the

reduction of surface tension and the good wetting effect of the product, a thin film of

water is left on the cleaned surface which dries fast and is free of stripes.

Degrasan NC 7 can be used on all firm surfaces, regardless of whether they are

lacquered or enameled, made from glass, chinaware, tiles, metals, rubber, plastic or

wood. The Product is also suitable for cleaning of motor vehicles and their interior.

pH neutral - Pleasant smell - Economical in use - Foaming

Application / Dosage:

For normal cleaning, mix with cold or warm water at a relation of 1-2%. For the removal

of stronger soils, increase dosage as needed.

Declaration of Ingredients

anionic surfactants, builders, active cleaning substances                                                      

Other ingredients: color and fragrance 

Technical Specifications

Color: green

Consistency: liquid

Smell: product specific   

pH-value: 6.5

Density: 1.02 g / cm³

Storage Information

Store frost-free. Can be used for at least 2 years.

Ecology

The product and the detergents used (surfactants) meet the requirements of the

applicable law in respect of biodegradability. It is produced according to advanced, safe

and environmentally sound procedures while maintaining high performance quality

standards.


